
Q&A after the showing with filmmakers
Emily Kunstler & Sarah Kunstler

Tickets $20. Reserve by calling 213.488.1303,
email: librosrevo@yahoo.com, or

come by Libros Revolución 312 W. 8th St.,
between Broadway & Hill in downtown Los Angeles

Bring everyone you know!

William Kunstler: Disturbing the Universe is the story of one of
the most important radical lawyers in U.S. history. The film was
made by his daughters, Emily Kunstler and Sarah Kunstler.

In a time when so few sacrifice for their convictions, when the
“realpolitik” and maneuvering within the framework we’ve been
handed is largely the order of the day, people need to see this
movie, learn about the times and people Bill was changed by and
be challenged by Bill’s courage, convictions and transformations.

Go in droves and tell your friends. Look for an interview in
Revolution Newspaper next week (revcom.us) with Sarah, Emily,
their mother, lawyer Margie Ratner, CCR attorney Michael
Ratner and Yusef Salaam (an exonerated defendant in the
“Central Park jogger case”).

see www.disturbingtheuniverse.com for more about this film
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